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We are excited to present our new catalogue, filled with our latest collections for 2015. We launched our company over a decade ago in 
2004 and our vision has remained the same; to always bring innovative & quality products into the UK & Irish markets. Products that     
retailers love to stock and parents love to buy. 

Currently we represent 10 brands and many of them are not only award winning but also one of a kind. We aim to make product sourcing 
& replenishment easy for retailers by offering a wide range of products and providing a fast turnaround; usually same working day dispatch 
for next day delivery.   

All our brands are supported through strong marketing, branding & social media campaigns ensuring retailers benefit from the exposure. 
We work closely with our retailers and strive to create mutually beneficial working relationships in order to achieve great results. We     
provide training, POS material, stockist listings on our websites and retailer tagging on consumer ads, PR and social media. 

Today, a selection of our brands are available through a wide network of independent retailers as well as nationals. 

We hope you love our brands as much as we do & we look forward to welcoming you onboard. 

 

Best Wishes, 

Dennis & Lia Murrain 
(and Maia, our three year old - a.k.a. the REAL boss) 

OUR STORY 

“We have had an amazing journey 
and look forward to many more years 
of successful innovation.”   

Lia & Maia 

Dennis 
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BREEZE BABY K’TAN® 

The Baby K’tan® is an innovative soft cotton baby carrier that is an ideal blend of a sling, wrap and carrier;       
providing the positions and benefits of all three. Available in 4 fabric options: Cotton: 100% cotton,  Natural   
Organic:  100% organic cotton, Breeze: a unique cotton-mesh construction for added breathability and the new 
Active: hi-tech performance fabric for temperature control & cooling effect, 90% UVA/UVB blocking. 

 Ready-to-wear wrap 

 Slips on like a t-shirt, no complicated wrapping or buckling 

 Innovative double loop design provides extra security for baby 

 Double-shoulder support for wearer 

 Multiple wearing positions from newborn to toddler (8-35 lbs) 

 Machine washable, dryer safe - no buckles, snaps or hardware 

heather  
grey 

eggplant 

natural organic 

white breeze 

If in-between sizes or if 5’2” (157 cm) or shorter, size down.  Use pre-pregnancy size.  
The Baby K’tan®  is meant to fit snugly to allow for the fabric to stretch 

See how 

sim
ple it 

is 

to use! 

BABY K’TAN® BABY CARRIERS 

denim 

black breeze 

COTTON  BABY K’TAN® 

nifty  
shades  
of grey 

ORGANIC  BABY K’TAN® 

ocean blue coral 

ACTIVE BABY K’TAN® 

ADVENTURE POSITION 

 

basic  
black 
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Even as he’s older, he loves 

to snuggle 

HIP POSITION 

BABY K’TAN® BABY CARRIERS 

HUG POSITION 

“THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR SIMPLIFYING SUCH A GREAT IDEA, BECAUSE 
WE ALL KNOW CHILDREN ARE COMPLICATED ENOUGH! BABY K'TAN HAS 

MADE A HUGE DIFFERENCE! “  - JESSICA TOWNLEY 

 

Look Ma,  
no hands 

Stroll in the park with 

Baby K’tan 
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CUDDLE CO. COMFI-CUSH  

The Comfi-Cush by CuddleCo Ltd is a memory foam pushchair liner that adapts to your baby's 
individual body shape, providing lasting comfort and keeping them calm and cosy for longer. 
 

 Dense memory foam for maximum comfort and support 

 Provides your child with support for an ideal anatomical position 

 Aids musculoskeletal development 

 Cushions your child's ride over bumpy surfaces 

 Universal design compatible with almost all pushchairs 

 Personalise your stroller  

 Reversible cover for all season versatility and 
style 

 Easy to fit and remove 

 Helps to protect your stroller 

 Machine washable for easy cleaning 

 Suitable from birth 

zebra fruity tutti jungle boogie spot the dot dove sky robots 

CHOOSE FROM A RANGE OF COLOURS AND PATTERNS 
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PIPILA UV STERILISER 
The common practice of parents supplying a pacifier to their newborn, an act undertaken for 
many years without much consideration is now under the ‘microscope’.  Research findings 
suggest that pacifiers are a breeding ground for dangerous & harmful germs – germs that can 
enter your baby’s mouth and cause illness and adverse affects. 
 
Help prevent these little nasties from harming your precious little ones by using Pipila, the 
world’s first purpose built portable UV pacifier steriliser. 
 

 Kills up to 99.9% of germs found on pacifiers 

 Safe hygienic & environmentally friendly 

 Complete sterilisation in only 3 minutes 

 Works on a combination of UV/O3 (ozone) to penetrate and rupture the cell wall of 
germs, thus killing them. This technology is used in operating theatres. 

 Portable, compact & easy to use (no need for water, microwaves, steamers, sterilising 
solution etc) 

 Small enough to fit in your changing bag 

 Does not leave a bad taste nor does it deform the pacifier 

 Great for when out shopping, travelling 
(i.e. on planes), grandparent’s house and    
general out and about 

 Accommodates all standard pacifiers 

 Operates with x2 AAA batteries (not     
included) 

 NATA approved. Independently tested and 
proven 

 Available in 3 colours: blue, fuchsia & lime 
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KALENCOM CHANGING BAGS 

Kalencom is a popular & trusted brand from the USA that encompasses fresh & 
fashion forward designs & styles without compromising on practicality. A Kalencom 
bag is designed to be easy & efficient with practical storage compartments for all of 
baby’s things. 
 

 
Each changing bag comes complete with: 
  

 Matching Thinsulate™ insulated bottle bag 

 Coordinating zippered pouch 

 Large fold-out padded changing mat 

 Pushchair attachment straps 
 
Apart from being stunningly beautiful in a variety of styles 
and patterns, they are practical and represent great value 
for money as they can be used afterward as a stylish   
handbag. 
 

  
 
The Kalencom corporation manufacture eco-friendly changing bags and are       
committed to Environmental concerns. Kalencom Corp, has always been a leader in 
fashion and now they are pleased to be working to lead the way in manufacturing 
environmentally friendly changing bags that are better for you and your baby and 
the world we all share. Kalencom changing bags are AZO free and do not use any 
Phthalates/DEHP or DBP in the PVC. 
 

11 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM 

BELLISIMA SPOT-ON STONE BELLISIMA SPRING 

DOUBLE DUTY TWEETIE BIRD 

NOLA NAVY FEATHERS 

DOUBLE DUTY BLACK 
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KALENCOM CHANGING BAGS 

NOLA SPOT-ON STONE NOLA SPRINGTIME 

BUCKLE BAG STITCHES NAVY DOUBLE DUTY HOLES 

QUILTED BUCKLE BAG      
CHARCOAL 

QUILTED BUCKLE BAG  
CREAM 
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LULUJO MUSLIN COTTON WRAPS 

21 DIFFERENT PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM! 

pink circles 

owl always love 
you—green 

vegetable soup 

aqua hippos owl always love 
you—pink 

elephants on parade aqua circles sweet sail boat 

turtles 

sweet hearts pink hippos  

Snug as a bug 

Lulujo is a Canadian company providing premium baby essentials. 
An ever growing global business, the brand is simple: functional 
products with comforting fabrics that modern parents and babies 
love.  
 
Lulujo’s all-in-one muslin cotton wraps are 
made with finely woven muslin cloth. Soft and 
breathable, these wraps not only help baby feel 
safe and secure while swaddled; they also can 
be used as a blanket, a nursing cover, a        
portable crib sheet, a changing mat, a stroller 
cover and more. 

 Extra large (120cm x 120cm) 

 Single pack 

 100% cotton 
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my giraffes 

grey peonies 

owl always love 
you—green 

janimals 

vegetable soup 

baby whales 

LULUJO MUSLIN COTTON WRAPS 

prehistoric pals dreamland 

garden party vroom 

bumbling bee grey polka dot 
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LULUJO BAMBOO MUSLIN WRAPS 
Lulujo bamboo muslin wraps are a delicate, silky soft natural alternative to the original Lulujo muslin cotton 
wraps. 
 
Made with bamboo sourced rayon, they are generous in size, versatile and durable yet lightweight. 
 
Not only used for swaddling, these wraps can also be used as a blanket, a nursing cover, a portable crib 
sheet, a changing mat, a stroller cover and more. 

 Single pack 

 Extra large (120cm x 120cm) 

 Bamboo rayon 

seaside 

aqua kite 

twinkle green trees 

pink kite 

Baby lov
es his silk

y soft
 

swaddle 
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LULUJO MINI MUSLINS 

brilliant blue owl always love  
you-pink 

sunshine yellow 

calming grey 

THREE PACK 

Loving the mini muslins.  

Thanks Mum. 

They just keep getting 

softer and softer 

Lulujo’s mini muslins are essential versatile cloths that your changing 
bag should not be without. 
 
These soft, absorbent mini muslin cotton cloths have an extraordinary 
range of uses; perfect as a burp cloth, for cleaning up spills, lightweight 
blanket, security blanket, changing mat and more.  70cm x 70cm. 
 

3-PACK  
Each package contains: 

 1 solid muslin cloth 

 1 printed muslin cloth 

 1 polka dot muslin cloth 
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LULUJO SECURITY BLANKETS  
Made with breathable muslin cotton and a smooth satin edge, Lulujo’s 
soft security blankets provide comfort for little ones wherever they go.  
 
Each pack includes:  

 Two identical blankets (40cm x 40cm) 

 100% cotton  

owl always 
love you-pink giraffes elephants whales 

owl always love 
you-green dreamland 

TWO 

PACK 

She just loves snuggling up  
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Lulujo’s eco-friendly wash cloths are made from natural organic cotton.  A 
reusable wipe and cloth, they are super soft and gentle on baby’s delicate 
skin.  Always beautifully wrapped, they make a perfect gift.   
 
Each pack includes: 

 Four  wash cloths (20cm x 20cm) 

 LULUJO ORGANIC WASH CLOTHS 

Ooohh.. So soft 

FOUR PACK 
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THE CLASSIC DREAMS COLLECTION IS AVAILABLE IN 
FOUR COLOUR OPTIONS AND IS MADE OF A SUPER SOFT 
PLUSH FLEECE TO KEEP BABY COSY AND SNUG. 

GUNAMUNA GUNAPOD® 

Carrot 

Tickled Pink 

Cocoon 

Charcoal 

The Gunapod® is the only sleeping solution that uses the           
innovative WONDERZiP® zipper system; an all-around zip for    
simple changing, temperature control to prevent overheating and 
maximized comfort.  
 
The unique zip system opens completely from underarm to       
underarm, with 4 separate pulls functioning in a multitude of ways 
as you choose. Plus front zipper and shoulder snaps. Super soft 
fabrics and a generous wider and longer fit; just like a favourite 
blanket. 
 

 Unique WONDERZiP® system means easy nappy changes, 
dressing/undressing – just unzip bottom or sides or front or 
top 

 Prevent overheating and keep baby at desired warmth by 
unzipping in any combination 

 Allow baby freedom to kick their feet by unzipping the    
bottom and they can wriggle all they want 

 Wider and longer body, shoulder snaps and generous     
armholes for maximum comfort  

 Unzip the Gunapod® along the bottom to accommodate a 
carseat or pushchair safety strap and allow your baby to 
kick freely 

 Provides your child a safe and comfortable sleep 

 Machine washable 

 Easier, Safer, Smarter 

1.6 TOG 
IDEAL FOR  
10-20°C 
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GUNAMUNA GUNAPOD® 

SIZING FOR BOTH FLEECE AND COTTON 
SMALL:  0-9 months: height 48-66cm: weight 2.7 - 8kg 
MEDIUM: 9-18 months: height 66-74cm: weight 8 - 12kg 
LARGE: 18-24 months: height 78-81cm: weight 12 - 16kg 

MADE OF LIGHTWEIGHT 100% COTTON TO 
KEEP BABY SAFE AND SNUG, THE COTTON 
DREAMS COLLECTION IS AVAILABLE IN THREE 
DESIGNS. 

hearts robots elephants 

1.1 TOG 
IDEAL FOR  
21-23°C 
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PURA KIKI® 

The ONLY 100% plastic-free bottle on the market! 

WHY PURA KIKI®?  
 No plastic—no safety concerns 

 Stainless collar, silicone teat/spout 

 Baby Grows—Bottle Evolves™ 

 Clean modern design 

 Highly cost effective 

 Environmentally progressive 

 Proven product shipping globally 
 

UNBREAKABLE STAINLESS STEEL  
 Crafted from safe, anti-bacterial, #304 stainless steel, the same material used in milk pasteurization, 

cookware, eating utensils, etc for years. Nothing migrates in or out!  

 Independently certified to be 100% BPA-free, 100% EA-free, 100% phthalate-free, 100% PVC 
free  

 Pura bottles exceed all FDA, CPSC, EN14350, and German LFGB regulations and/or guidelines  

 Zero migration of heavy metals including chromium, nickel, cadmium, copper, aluminum,    
antimony, and cobalt 

PURA KIKI® BOTTLES: (left to right): 

11oz with straw top 
9oz insulated with sipper spout 
5oz with teat 
11oz with sipper spout 
11oz with teat 
5oz with lid 
9oz insulated with teat 
11oz with sipper spout 
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ACCESSORIES:   
XL Sipper (2 pk) 

Travel Cover 
Straw Top Module 

Silicone Sealing Caps (3pc)  
(Blue, Green, Orange) 

Wide Neck Natural Vent Silicone Teat (2/box) 
Available as Slow Flow: Medium Flow: Fast Flow: Y Cut 

9oz Insulated XL Sipper 
Available in: 

GREEN NATURAL RED 

5oz & 11oz Infant Natural Vent Teat  
and 11oz Sippy Bottle XL Sipper Spout  

Available in: 

AQUA GREEN LAVENDER NATURAL ORANGE 
PRETTY  

PINK 

Tall & Short Silicone Sleeves  
Available in: 

BLUE PURPLE ORANGE PINK 

9oz Insulated Medium Flow Teat 
Available in: 

AQUA LIGHT  
PINK 

NATURAL 

PURA KIKI® 

Look Dad, I’ve got  my Pura! 

Loving my  

Pura Kiki® 
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PULLYPALZ™ 

AVAILABLE AS: 
                        MMOOMMOO                          PPUDDLESUDDLES  

The first ever baby toy that actually helps baby retrieve their own pacifier! 
 
PullyPalz™ are interactive, entertaining, developmentally beneficial and helpful to parents. They 
hold most pacifiers and attach to baby carriers, bouncers and more. 
  
This innovative toy not only entertains baby, it keeps a pacifier in view and reach! 
 
Baby can actually get their own pacifier.... Which is great for 
those times when it’s not so easy to chase down--yet another--
dropped pacifier. 

MMOOOOMMOOOO  

A helping hand 

I got it Mum! 
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CINCH™ POST BIRTH WRAPS 
Cinch™ Post Birth Tummy Wraps were created to assist in the recovery of your body after 
pregnancy.   

It helps support, enhance, and tone after natural birth, C-section, or postpartum abdominal 
surgeries. Features: A 360 degree even and controlled compression, completely adjustable & 
multifunctional. It's also a luxurious postpartum belly band with a back support belt, plus hip 
shaper. 
 
The Cinch comes in two styles. 

COUTURE CINCH™ FOR MUMS 3+ MONTHS 
POST BIRTH: 
 Great for support-ENHANCE-TONE     

because of its material and design 

 Available in nude 

FIND  
YOUR  

SIZE 

SIGNATURE CINCH™ FOR NEW MUMS: 
 Great for SUPPORT-enhance-tone      

because of its material and design 

 Front pocket for cold/warm pack 

 Available in grey 
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comfort bra (550)  and seamless organic comfort bra (5500) 

This versatile bra can be worn during pregnancy as an everyday bra and/or sleeping 
bra and post birth as a nursing bra; simply lift the bra cup and feed. 
 
Also available in natural, soft organic breathable cotton, it is ideal for mum’s       
sensitive breasts and considering that baby’s skin is 5 times thinner than mum’s; 
ideal for baby too. 

CARRIWELL™  MATERNITY BRAS  

seamless maternity bra (3500) 

A woman’s breasts undergo vast changes during pregnancy.  
Carriwell’s mission is to help new mums feel comfortable 
and relaxed with their changing bodies by designing       
comfortable, flexible, supportive, functional and seamless 
maternity bras.  Soft cup maternity bras are recommended 
by lactation consultants 

All maternity bras available in: 

BLACK WHITE 

 

 Wide straps for added support and comfort 
 No hooks, clips or velcro 
 High breathable cotton 

 Wide straps for added support and comfort 
 Innovative panels for growth and support 
 Wide chest band for increased support 
 Supportive sport style back 
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CARRIWELL™  NURSING BRAS  

 

 

NUDE 

BLACK 

WHITE 

 Removable moulded foam cups 
 Wider supportive straps 
 Expands up to 2 bra & cup sizes to allow 

for breast size fluctuation between    
nursing 

 Moulded cups reduce fabric stretch, 
which increases support 

seamless nursing bra (3005) 

The silky soft breathable microfiber fabric moulds to your changing 
body, whilst skin-to-skin contact between mum and baby is       
maximised during nursing due to the unique non-inner cup design.   

 Expands up to 2 bra & cup sizes 
to allow for breast size           
fluctuation between nursing 

 No irritating seams or stiff     
underwire 

 Suitable for everyday wear and 
as a sleep bra 

 The wide under band substitutes 
underwire for extra support of the breasts 

 Soft cup style nursing bras are highly              
recommended by lactation consultants 

 Perfect to wear under t-shirts due to the       
seamless, smooth and invisible design 

seamless padded nursing bra (3300) 

Perfect for maternity and nursing.  The light removable moulded 
cups create excellent shape and maximise support. 

Available in: 

BLACK WHITE 

WHY STOCK CARRIWELL™? 
Carriwell™ have developed an award winning 
range that fulfils a mum to be/new mum’s every 
need – comfort, support, style, quality, function 
& above all convenience. For retailers, it is an 
easy to stock range with great return. 

Minimal stock holding. The majority of items 
come in only 1-4 sizes (S-XL), whilst still      
catering for a wide range of body sizes.  

Maximum return on investment whilst        
utilizing less than 1 square metre of retail 
space. 

Holistic range. Includes nursing & maternity 
bras, panties, support belts, breast pads,     
flexi belts, hospital panties, post birth wraps 
and nursing wear.   

Increase in footfall. Strong marketing &    
branding campaigns bring mums-to-be into 
your retail outlet from as early on as the first 
trimester. 

A well developed & proven concept of        
exceptional quality. 

Unique packaging allows flexibility in stock 
placement & cross merchandising. Lightweight 
& compact, making it ideal for mail order &     
e-commerce. 

Profitable range with great margins. 
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CARRIWELL™  NURSING BRAS  

 Wide chest band for extra support 
 No underwire reducing the risk of blocked milk ducts 

The soft breathable organic cotton increases support 
& comfort with shape lift and control. 

The ultimate maternity and nursing bra combining supreme seamless 
comfort and exclusive GelWire™ support. Soft flexible GelWire™ 
provides support without the discomfort of stiff underwire, perfect 
for sensitive breasts.  Patent Pending. 

 Revolutionary  GelWire™  support 
 Non-hardening gel, which remains soft 

and supple around your breast 
 GelWire™  supports the natural changes 

in size and shape of nursing breasts 
 Can expand up to 2 bra and cup sizes to 

allow for breast size fluctuation between 
nursing 

 Provides great shape, perfect for T-shirts 

seamless GelWire™ nursing bra (3100) 

seamless organic nursing bra (3200) 

Available in: 

BLACK WHITE POLKA DOT 

Available in: 

BLACK WHITE 

       COMMON FEATURES OF CLASP NURSING BRAS: 
Free bra extender 
One handed release clasp for nursing 
Three hook and eyes for added support 
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CARRIWELL™  LACE NURSING BRAS 

 Wide comfortable straps 
 Convenient cross-over style  
 Softest quality lace ensures 

no irritation 

lace nursing bra (205) 

 One-handed release clasp 
for convenient nursing 

 Wide, non-wire chest band 
for added support 

microfibre lace nursing bra (2005) 

This nursing bra has been especially designed for nursing mums 
who want the comfort and convenience of a nursing bra     
without underwire but still like the femininity of a lace bra.  

The stretchy soft lace follows the natural curves of your body and 
the easy-to-open cross-over style allows for easy and convenient 
nursing. 

Available in: 

BLACK WHITE 

Available in: 

BLACK WHITE 
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CARRIWELL™  PANTIES 

Designed to maximise comfort.  Light 
built in under tummy and lower back 
support gently supports your bump and 
relieves pressure on your back and   
abdomen. 

 Comfortable band to prevent         
roll down 

 Light support band to gently life 
tummy 

 Cotton gusset for hygienic comfort 

 Tighter knit for added back support 

 Stretchy leg openings for maximum 
comfort 

lace stretch panty (250) 

These elegant lace stretch panties offer a 
feeling of luxury and femininity. 

 Soft, stretchy lace 

 Stretchy leg openings for maximum comfort 

 Cotton gusset for hygienic comfort 

All panties available in: 

BLACK WHITE 

seamless light support panty (405) 

seamless organic comfort panty 
(4200) 
Organic cotton is perfect for sensitive areas.  
These panties can be worn under the tummy during  pregnancy 
and as regular panties past birth.  Comfort is the entire focus. 

 Cool organic cotton 

 Stretchy leg openings for maximum    com-

fort 

seamless post birth shapewear panty (4750) 

These panties are designed for comfortable post birth tummy control 
and back support.  The stretch properties in the fabric gently flatten 
your tummy and firm your buttocks. 

 Tight knit for firm post birth control and back 
support 

 Cotton gusset for hygienic comfort 

 Stretchy leg openings for maximum comfort 

SIZES GB 

S 8-10 

M 10-12 

L 14-16 

XL 18-20 
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CARRIWELL™  ACCESSORIES 

therapeutic breast soother (160)  

Natural, safe pain relief through warm or 
cooling therapy. 

 Designed to reduce swelling and soreness in 
sensitive breasts. 

 Flexible soft gel moulds to the shape of the 
breast for maximum comfort. 

 Approved and recommended by leading      
childbirth educators. 

 Provides natural, safe pain relief through warm 
or cooling therapy. 

hospital panty (700)  

Washable hospital panties designed to hold post 
birth pads in place for discrete and hygienic 
management of post birth bleeding (5 pack). 

 Non roll down waistband 

 Soft, breathable fabric 

 Stretchy leg openings for added 
comfort 

 Can be washed and reused up to 10 
times 

 Also suitable for caesarean recupera-

tion as it allows scars to breathe 

 One size fits most 

seamless organic comfort panty 
(4200) 
Organic cotton is perfect for sensitive areas.  
These panties can be worn under the tummy during  pregnancy 
and as regular panties past birth.  Comfort is the entire focus. 

 Cool organic cotton 

 Stretchy leg openings for maximum    com-

fort 

 

cotton (125,129), natural silk (130) 

& natural merino woollen (141) 

breast pads 

All breast pads are machine washable.  
 

 Cotton breast pads provide a super absorbent 
layer designed to move moisture away from the 
skin. The breathable leak-proof layer traps   
moisture for maximum confidence (6 pack). 

 Silk breast pads are the ultimate breast pads for 
the treatment or prevention of cracked nipples.  
Silk has natural anti-inflammatory properties, 
which sooths and heals sensitive sore nipples    
(6 pack). 

 Merino woollen breast pads absorb milk and keep nipples warm and dry.  This 

reduces the rise of mastitis and cracked nipples (2 pack). 

COTTON OR SILK BREAST PADS 
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CARRIWELL™  ACCESSORIES 

organic cotton flexi-belt (175) 

The innovative flexi-belt turns everyday 
pants and skirts into maternity wear.   
 
1) Adjust the nickel-free elasticized belt with the flat 

part of the buckle facing your body 
2) Simply slide the buckle through one of the organic 

cotton panels 
3) Attach the flexi-belt by buttoning it  onto the jeans i.e. button in the    

button hole on jeans and belt 
4) Tuck in the organic cotton panel 

adjustable velcro support belt (105) 

The adjustable support belt dramatically reduces or completely eliminates 
lower back pain by gently lifting the abdomen and thereby encouraging a 
more upright posture. 
 

 Broad elastic for maximum comfort 

 Velcro for convenient adjustability 

Each pack includes three panels in: 

 BLACK NAVY CREAM 

Available in: 
BLACK WHITE 

SIZES GB CM 

S 8-10 88-98 

M 12-16 94-106 

L 18-20 100-112 

XL 22-24 108-118 
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SIZES PANTIES GB 

S 8-10 

M 10-12 

L 14-16 

XL 18-20 

CARRIWELL™  ACCESSORIES 

adjustable over-belly 
support belt (5100) 

The extremely comfortable one-
piece belt provides adjustable 
support & immediate relief for 
pregnancy induced backache. 

 Snug over-belly band for comfort 

 Soft breathable stretchable fabric 
accommodates the growing bump 

 Broad elastic for maximum comfort 

 Velcro for convenient adjustability 
Available in: 

BLACK NATURAL 

SIZES GB MIDRIFF 

S/M 4-12 74-98cm 

L/XL 14-20 101-140cm 

maternity support band (5005) 

Uniquely designed for discreet, warm and comfortable       
support of back and tummy.  This is achieved by gently lifting 
weight off the pelvis and supporting the lower back. 

 
 Snug over-belly band for comfort 

 Soft breathable stretchable fabric accommodates the    
growing bump 

 Wide under band for lift and warmth 

 Tight knit back section provides support and relieves      
pressure 

 Doubles as a clever band to hold  skirts  and trousers up 

Available in: 
BLACK WHITE 

organic cotton belly binder 
(180) 
Compression of the abdomen encourages 
the stomach to return to its original shape; 
improves posture; supports the lower back 
and tightens and shapes the midriff. 

 Breathable and soft organic cotton 

 Wide velcro for maximum adjustability 

 Reduces stretch marks by tightening and firming  

 Smooth design ideal to wear under or over the     
clothing 

 Provides abdominal support and comfort after     
c-section 
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Both camis available in: 

BLACK WHITE 

CARRIWELL™  APPAREL 
sarah sleep shirt (1810) 

The nursing sleep shirt provides comfort, ease and function. 
 

 Lift & nurse—simple, convenient, discrete. 

 Neither back nor tummy exposed 

 100% breathable cotton 

Available in: 

MELANGE PINK 

Small/Medium Large/X-Large XX-Large 

10-12 GB 14-16 GB 18-20 GB 

The light breathable fabric gently shapes and     
supports your midriff for a confident feel.  The easy 
one-handed nursing clips make for the ultimate 
nursing cami. 

seamless nursing control cami (1500) 

 Adjustable straps 
 Easy one-handed release clasp for convenient 

nursing 
 Non-wire breast support panel 
 Firm support for 

tummy control 
 Wide band for snug 

fit preventing cami 
from rolling up and 
bunching 

seamless maternity light support top (1000) 

This stylish and functional Cami, designed specifically 
for pregnancy, is an all-in-one maternity bra and         
maternity support band. 

 Wide shoulder straps for added support 
 Seamless breast support 
 Stretches to accommodate growing tummies 
 Gentle lift and support of tummies 
 Sports style back  
 Lower back support 

SIZES GB 

S 8-10 

M 10-12 

L 12-14 

XL 14-16 

Sizes  GB 

S 8-10 

M 10-12 

L 14-16 

XL 18-20 
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CARRIWELL™ SWIMSUITS  

nursing swimsuit (1950) 

 One-handed release clasp for       

convenient nursing 

 Straps are also fully adjustable to 17" 
and can be crossed at the back if  
desired. 

classic maternity swimsuit (1900) 

 Convenient adjustable halter neck 

 Ruched sides to accommodate the growing 
bump 

 Stretchy leg openings for maximum comfort 

Swimsuits available in: 

 BLACK 

tankini swimsuit (1925) 

 Halter neck for adjustable comfort 

 Removable breast pads 

 Ruched to accommodate your growing 

tummy 

 Extra stretchy leg openings 
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6 weeks to go ... excited 
All snuggly at 6 months 

8 weeks & strolling with Dad My bottle has grown with me 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR YOUR JOURNEY ... 


